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1.  INTRODUCTION 

This document describes the outcome of the pilot on linking data about 

applications and decisions for authorisation of plant protection products 

(PPP) which was carried out in the context of Action 1.1 of the Interoperability 

Solutions for European Public Administrations (ISA) Programme in collaboration 

with the Directorate-General for Health and Consumers (DG SANCO) in the period 

between October 2012 and May 2013.  

1.1. Business need 

The pilot facilitates the exchange of information among the Member States, the 

Commission and stakeholders with regards to applications for authorisation of plant 

protection products that are submitted at a national level. Such a system is also 

foreseen in Regulation No 1107/2009 of the European Parliament and Council 

concerning the placing of plant protection product on the market.  

In a nutshell, the process for submitting an application for the authorisation of a 

specific plant protection product is as follows: first the producer (i.e. a company) 

contacts the authorities of the Member State where it is based and submits an 

application. The application is structured according to the in-house data model used 

by the Member State’s authorities. The national authorities study the application 

and either accept or reject it. In any case, in addition to the requester, the decision 

is also communicated to the Directorate-General Health & Consumers of the 

European Commission (DG SANCO).   

The different data models used by the Member States (MS) and the Commission 

hamper the seamless exchange and integration of data about authorisation 

applications and decisions. In addition to not aligned data formats and semantics, 

different technologies are used across the information systems of the Member 

States, which in the end operate as isolated information islands (see also Figure 1).  

In order to overcome this problematic situation, this pilot demonstrates: 

• The use of common vocabularies and shared taxonomies for reaching 

semantic agreements on common concepts between Member States. 

• The use of Linked Data technologies as a means of facilitating the exchange 

and integration of data across Member States and Commission services.  
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Figure 1: Current situation - PPP data is fragmented across numerous national public 

administrations 

 

1.2. Stakeholders  

Currently all 27 Member States of the European Union maintain data repositories 

for plant protection product authorisation data. Some of them provide open access 

to their full dataset for free in human- and/or machine-readable formats, e.g. in 

PDF, HTML, XLS and/or CSV. Others allow access to data through online search 

forms, often requiring the user to sign up with the system before actually accessing 

the data.  

A complete overview of the PPP databases of all EU Member States (MS) is made 

available by the European and Mediterranean Plant Protection Organisation 

(EPPO)1.  

In order to scope the pilot, we targeted only the first group, i.e. MSs that provide 

open access to their full dataset for free in human- and/or machine-readable 

formats. This group includes national public administrations from Austria, Belgium, 

                                    

1 http://www.eppo.int/PPPRODUCTS/information/information_ppp.htm 
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Cyprus, Denmark, Estonia, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Luxembourg, The 

Netherlands, Poland, Portugal and Sweden. 

DG SANCO contacted the representatives of the aforementioned MSs. Eight of them 

confirmed their intention and interest to participate in the pilot, namely Austria, 

Belgium, Germany, Greece, Hungary, The Netherlands, Poland and Sweden.  

The stakeholders and their roles in the pilot are summarised in the table below.  

 

Table 1: Stakeholders and Roles  

Stakeholder Description 

AT - Bundesamt für 

Ernährungssicherheit 

The Austrian Federal Ministry for Food Safety2 makes 

available through it AGES database a full list3 of plant 

protection products authorised in Austria.  

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

BE - Federal Public Service 

Health, Food Chain Safety 

and Environment  

The Belgian Federal Public Service for Health, Food Chain 

Safety and Environment makes available through its 

Fytoweb database4 a full list5 of plant protection products 

authorised in Belgium. 

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

DE - Bundesamt für 

Verbraucherschutz und 

Lebensmittelsicherheit  

The German Federal Agency for Consumer Protection and 

Food Safety6 makes available through its BVL database a 

full list7 of plant protection products authorised in Germany. 

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

GR – Ministry of Rural 

Development and Food 

The Greek Ministry of Rural Development and Food makes 

available through its database a full list8 of plant protection 

products authorised in Greece. 

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

HU - Agrinex 

The Agrinex database9 makes available a full list of plant 

protection products authorised in Hungary. 

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

NL - Board for the 

Authorisation of Pesticides 

The Dutch Board for the Authorisation of Pesticides (a.k.a 

CTGB) makes available through its database a full list10 of 

plant protection products authorised in The Netherlands. 

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

                                    

2 http://www.baes.gv.at/  
3 http://pmg.ages.at/pls/psmlfrz/pmgweb2$.lists 
4 http://www.fytoweb.fgov.be/indexEn.asp  
5 http://pmg.ages.at/pls/psmlfrz/pmgweb2$.lists 
6 http://www.bvl.bund.de 
7 https://portal.bvl.bund.de/psm/jsp/ListeMain.jsp?page=1  
8 http://wwww.minagric.gr/syspest/syspest_byEmporiko_en.aspx  
9 http://www.neoland.hu/engedelyezett_novenyvedo_szerek_e.html 
10 http://www.ctb.agro.nl/portal/page?_pageid=33,47217&_dad=portal&_schema=PORTAL 
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Stakeholder Description 

PL – Ministry of Agriculture 

and Rural Development 

The Polish Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 

makes available through its database (BIP) a full list11 of 

plant protection products authorised in Poland. 

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

SE – Swedish Chemicals 

Agency 

The Swedish Chemicals Agency12 (a.k.a KEMI) makes 

available through its Pesticides Register13 a full list of plant 

protection products authorised in Sweden. 

Role in the pilot: Data provider and end-user. 

EC, DG for Health and 

Consumers (DG SANCO) 

Role in the pilot: DG SANCO14: 

The problem and business opportunity owner creating the 

business case for the project and  defining the specification 

and scoping of the pilot. 

Liaised between the contractor and the Member States’ 

representatives.  

Promoted the pilot through their networks of contacts. 

Reviewed pilot evolution and results.  

DG SANCO is also a key user of the pilot deciding on the 

possibilities of deployment of the pilot in full scale.  

EC, ISA Programme 

The Interoperability Solutions for European Public 

Administrations (ISA) Programme of the European 

Commission15 supports and facilitates efficient and effective 

cross-border electronic collaboration between European 

public administrations. The programme aims at enabling the 

delivery of electronic public services and the availability, 

interoperability, re-use and sharing of common solutions. 

Role in the pilot: The ISA Programme has initiated the 

pilot, reviewed the work carried out, and financed it. 

  

                                    

11 http://www.bip.minrol.gov.pl/DesktopDefault.aspx?TabOrgId=647&LangId=0 
12 http://www.kemi.se/en/  
13 http://apps.kemi.se/bkmregoff/default.cfm 
14 http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/health_consumer/index_en.htm  
15 http://ec.europa.eu/isa/  
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1.3. Use cases 

The pilot realises the following two generic use cases:  

• Disambiguate a PPP data resource (see Table 2); and  

• Find information about plant protection products authorised across the EU 

(see Table 3).  

The way that use cases 1 and 2 are realised in the context of the pilot is discussed 

in sections 4.4 and 4.5 respectively.  

 

Table 2: Use Case 1 – Disambiguate a PPP data resource 

Use Case 1 Disambiguate a PPP data resource  

Description 

Different MSs may use the same name or title to refer to the same or 

different PPP data resources. The system will help actors disambiguate 

PPP data resources by attributing a permanent and unique identifier (i.e. 

an HTTP URI) to it. 

Actors 
EU and national government officials, citizens, PPP companies, Linked 

Data system 

Basic Flow 

1. The human user is visiting the system online.  

2. The user is searching for a PPP data resource by: 

3. Typing the name or title; or 

Creating a SPARQL query;  

4. The system returns zero, one, or more possible results that 

match to a certain degree the given search query.  

5. The user selects the URI that matches the desired PPP data 

resource. 

Alternative Flows 

1a. If the actor is not human, i.e. it is a Linked Data system, it can 

directly query the SPARQL endpoint of the system using an HTTP 

request. 

 

4a. The user downloads the product description / model and data in 

RDF/XML or Turtle format. The semantic description of a product 

includes also links to other related data resources, e.g. products, 

companies and substances. The flexibility of RDF allows machines to 

easily process it and integrate it with other data, as well as to visualise it 

in different formats.  

Preconditions N/A 

Postconditions N/A  
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Table 3: Use Case 2 – Find information about PPP 

Use Case 2 
Find information about plant protection products authorised 

across the EU.  

Description 

An actor can query the system and find information about PPP data 

resources, e.g. a plant protection product, an application, an 

authorisation or a company, which may be registered in any of the PPP 

databases of the eight EU MSs participating in the pilot.  

Actors 
EU and national government officials, citizens, PPP companies, Linked 

Data system 

Basic Flow 

1. The human user is visiting the system online.  

2. The user is searching for a plant protection product by: 

a. using a set of keywords; 

b. typing a SPARQL query; or 

c. browsing the dataset using the Faceted Browser.  

3. The system returns zero, one, or more possible results that 

match to a certain degree the given search query.  

4. The user selects one of the results and looks it up (de-references 

it).  

5. The system returns a webpage with all the information it has 

about the specific PPP data resource, e.g. about a particular 

product.  

Alternative Flows 

1a. If the actor is not human, i.e. it is a Linked Data system, it can 

directly query the SPARQL endpoint of the system using an HTTP 

request. It can then also send an HTTP request to get information about 

a specific URI in a specific format (e.g. RDF-XML or JSON notation). The 

system returns machine-readable information about the PPP data 

resource in the format requested. 

 

5a. The user downloads the product description / model and data in 

RDF/XML or Turtle format. The semantic description of a product 

includes also links to other related data resources, e.g. products, 

companies and substances. The flexibility of RDF allows machines to 

easily process it and integrate it with other data, as well as to visualise it 

in different formats. 

Preconditions N/A 

Postconditions N/A  

 

1.4. Proposed solution 

By implementing the two use cases specified in the previous section, the pilot 

demonstrates through its outputs and conclusions: 

• The use of common vocabularies and shared taxonomies for reaching 

semantic agreements on common concepts between Member States. 

• The use of Linked Data technologies as a means of facilitating the exchange 

and integration of data across Member States and Commission services.  
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• A reusable technical architecture and a set of open-source software for 

implementing a Linked Data solution. 

 

The pilot interconnects the PPP data sources of eight EU Member States, namely 

Austria, Belgium, Germany, Greece, Hungary, The Netherlands, Poland and 

Sweden, using linked data technologies.  

In order to harmonise the heterogeneous data models of the national data sources, 

a common data vocabulary, namely the Plant Protection Product (PPP) ontology and 

a set of taxonomies, were developed under the instructions and using existing 

models of DG SANCO.  

The common data model and the taxonomies are used:  

• As an interchange model amongst a number of national public 

administrations and DG SANCO for exchanging data. The result is integration 

of national PPP data sources. 

• For describing, exporting and publishing as Linked Open Government Data 

(LOGD), data that is not sensitive or confidential. The result is open and 

linked data about plant protection products available on the Web for anyone 

to access and re-use. 

A Linked Data infrastructure was set up, supporting the linking and search of PPP 

data from the eight MSs.  

An overview of the target architecture is illustrated in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: PPP pilot – target architecture 
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NB: The official language of the pilot and the common language for the data used in 

its context is English.  

1.5. Expected benefits 

This pilot aimed at demonstrating the following potential benefits both to data 

publishers and data consumers (public administrations / businesses and the general 

public):  

• Common models and taxonomies, as well as shared unique identifiers in the 

form of HTTP URIs can be used for integrating and cross-querying 

fragmented and heterogeneous PPP data; 

• Standard Web interfaces (such as HTTP and SPARQL) can greatly simplify 

the use of PPP data, especially for machines.  

• An increased use of PPP data may lead to improvements of quality and 

completeness of the source data, e.g. by crowd-sourcing improvements to 

data quality. This will also enrich the meaning of the data by adding 

information about the context (of (re)use). 

• Sharing PPP data across borders may result in cost-reductions for national 

public administrations managing and working with this data. 

• Possibility to develop new data-driven services and applications, thus 

creating value and return on investment from the data. 

• Capitalise on this rich space of semantically-interoperable linked PPP data in 

order to deliver (cross-border) public services more efficiently, thus 

benefiting both EU citizens, institutions and companies. 

 

1.6. Indicators of success 

The success of the pilot has been determined by the following indicators:  

• The pilot can be applied with small changes to production level or can serve 

as a way to consolidate and link existing MS data and information. 

• The participating MSs perceive a national benefit of the pilot and are willing 

to invest in it, taking it to production. 

• DG SANCO will continue following and supporting the development of good 

practices on designing and managing persistent URIs for PPP data resources 

and will communicate these good practices to the Member States.  
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• Cost benefit criterion: the consolidation and linking of existing data from 

disparate sources and languages can be implemented within limited 

resources and time using existing technologies. 

• The federated model provides results of similar quality and precision as the 

original MS systems  

 

1.7. Constraints and limitations 

The pilot is a proof-of-concept demonstrating that Linked Data technologies can 

efficiently support the integration of heterogeneous datasets from different sources.  

Furthermore, the pilot has revealed unforeseen technical constraints and 

organisational challenges that need to be addressed for a full scale implementation.  

• Technical constraints 

o Cleansing and curating the data is a tedious, time- and effort-

intensive task. 

o Links to external data sources could be further explored and utilised.  

o For keeping the system up-to-date, the communication between the 

data sources and the Linked Data infrastructure should be automated 

and the data lifecycle needs to be managed.  

o Scalability, extensibility and configurability of the solution need to be 

improved further.  

• Organisational challenges 

o A central authority should take the responsibility of publishing and 

maintaining persistent HTTP URIs for PPP data resources as well as 

the PPP Ontology and Taxonomies.   

o Data is currently available under different licences and in most cases 

no licence actually exists.  

o Alternative business model for publishing PPP data as Linked Data 

should be further explored.  

Constraints and limitations are discussed in detail in Chapter 5.  
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1.8. Structure 

The remainder of this report is structured as follows:  

Chapter 2 introduces the common data model used in the pilot, i.e. the PPP 

ontology, and a set of taxonomies developed for attributing controlled values to the 

properties of the ontology.  

Chapter 3 reports on the sample PPP datasets used in the pilot and the data 

cleansing and curation operations performed, before publishing them as Linked 

Data.  

Chapter 4 describes the Linked Data infrastructure deployed for the needs of the 

pilot and the way that the two use cases discussed previously have finally been 

realised.  

Finally, chapter 5 concludes the report and discusses current limitations and 

possible future improvements.  
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2. THE PLANT PROTECTION PRODUCT ONTOLOGY AND 

TAXONOMIES 

Linking PPP data from eight EU MSs requires reaching an agreement on the use of a 

common vocabulary for describing PPP data resources and a set of shared 

taxonomies that will provide controlled values to the properties of the vocabulary.  

Seamless and interoperable data exchange can only be achieved is semantic 

interoperability differences at the data and schema level are treated [PER].  

Towards this direction, we implemented in this pilot the first version of the Plant 

Protection Product ontology and taxonomies.  

 

2.1. PPP Ontology 

The PPP Ontology provides a set of classes and properties for representing 

information about PPP data resources (Figure 3).  

 

 

Figure 3 - RDF Schema 

 

The inception and conceptualisation of the PPP ontology was performed by DG 

SANCO prior to the design and development of the pilot. In the context of the pilot 

we transformed the conceptual data model of the PPP ontology into RDF, following 

the guidelines for translating relational data models to RDF-S developed by the ISA 

Programme [DM2RDFS] (see also Figure 4).  

The URI for PPP Ontology is http://ec.europa.eu/open-data/planthealth/ppp/   
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When abbreviating terms the suggested prefix is ppp .  

Each class or property in the PPP Ontology has a URI constructed by appending a 

term name to the vocabulary URI, e.g.  

http://ec.europa.eu/open-data/planthealth/ppp/Produ ct   

Table 4 summarises the 11 classes and 49 properties of the PPP Ontology.  

  

Table 4: PPP Ontology – classes & properties 

Classes 
Product,  Formulation,  Substance,  Application,  Decision,  Classification 

Labelling,  Pest, Crop,  Company,  Identifier,  Document,  Location 

Properties 

Function,  formulation, hasSubstance, hasCompany, hasApplication, 

hasDecision, hasProducer, variant, spatial, hasApplyingMemberState, 

hasRmsMemberState, originalAuthorisation, validityCheckDate, 

equivalenceCheckDate, assessmentDate, draftReportDate, 

reportComparativeAssessment, hasStatementIdenticalDocument, 

hasLabelInstructionMinorUse, hasOriginatingMSLabel, hasIntroducingMSLabel, 

relatedDocumentation, hasAuthorisingMS, modified, hasClassificationLabelling, 

hasProductUse, classification, ghsPictograms, signal, hazardStatement, 

precautionaryStatement, crops, growingCorps, pests, companyType, 

hasMember, label, type, unit, identifier, created, status, comment, startDate, 

endDate, contentValue, hasTestStudyReport, hasLabelDocument, 

hasAuthorisationCertificate  

 

 

 

Figure 4: 6 steps for translating a relational data model to an RDF schema 

 

Start with a robust Domain Model developed following a structured process and 

methodology.

Research existing terms and their usage and maximise re-use of those terms.

Where new terms can be seen as specialisations of existing terms, create sub 

class and sub properties as appropriate.

Where new terms are required, create them following commonly agreed best 

practice in terms of naming conventions etc

Publish within a highly stable environment designed to be persistent.

Publicise the RDF schema by registering it with relevant services.

Analyse

Model

Publish
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Reusing existing classes and properties is a key good practice when developing new 

RDF schemas. ISA’s online service on Joinup16 and Linked Open Vocabularies17 

provide great assistance in identifying and reusing existing terms. We used these 

two services throughout the ontology elaboration process, whenever there was a 

need to search for existing classes and/or attributes.  

Most of the classes of the PPP Ontology are thus specialisations of existing classes 

or are directly reused from existing models. For example,  

• Product and Substance are subclasses of the Product_Entity and Substance 

classes of the thesaurus published by the NCI Center for Bioinformatics of 

the US National Cancer Institute18. For example, Table 5 shows the definition 

of ppp:Product in RDF. 

Table 5: Definition of ppp:Product in RDF 

<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&ppp;Product"> 

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Product</rdfs:label> 

 <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">Models a plant protecti on 
product.</rdfs:comment> 

 <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&ncicb;Product_Enti ty" /> 

<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&schema;Product " />  

 <dcterms:identifier>ppp:Product</dcterms:identifie r> 

</rdfs:Class>  

 

• The RegisteredOrganization class of the Registered Organization 

Vocabulary19 is reused for representing a company that requests 

authorisation for a plant protection product (see Table 6).  

Table 6: rov:RegisteredOganization to model companies 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="&rov;RegisteredOrganizat ion"> 

 <rdfs:label xml:lang="en">Company</rdfs:label> 

 <rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">The rov:RegisteredOrgan ization 
class represents the ppp class 'Company', denoting a company 
that is producing plant protection products.</rdfs: comment> 

<dcterms:identifier>rov:RegisteredOrganization</dct erms:id
entifier> 

</rdf:Description>  

 

                                    

16 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/catalogue/repository/all  
17 http://lov.okfn.org    
18 http://ncicb.nci.nih.gov/xml/owl/EVS/Thesaurus.owl# 
19 http://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-regorg/ 
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Likewise most of the properties of the PPP ontology are not minted, but are 

reused from existing vocabularies, such as Dublin Core and schema.org. 

Table 7 shows examples of minted and reused properties.  

 

Table 7: Minted and reused properties 

#definition of a new property 

<rdf:Property rdf:about="&ppp;hasSubstance"> 

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">has substance</rdfs:label > 

<rdfs:comm ent xml:lang="en">Links to the substances used in t he 
plant protection product.</rdfs:comment> 

<rdfs:domain rdf:resource="&ppp;Product" /> 

<rdfs:range rdf:resource="&ppp;Substance" /> 

<dcterms:identifier>ppp:hasSubstance</dcterms:ident ifier> 

</rdf:Property> 

 

#definition of an existing property 

<rdf:Description rdf:about="&schema;startDate"> 

<rdfs:label xml:lang="en">(re)start date</rdfs:labe l> 

<rdfs:comment xml:lang="en">The schema:startDate fu lly 
represents the date from which the decision applies  or the 
r estart clock date. One stop clock date must be fill ed in each 
time the status of the application is 'request for new 
data'.</rdfs:comment> 

<rdfs:range rdf:datatype="&xsd;date" /> 

<dcterms:identifier>schema:startDate</dcterms:ident ifier> 

</rdf:Description>  

 

Based on ISA’s good practices, the PPP Ontology implements the following naming 

conventions: 

• properties begin with a lower case letter, e.g. rdfs:label ; 

• camel case is used whenever a term has more than one word, e.g. 

foaf:isPrimaryTopicOf ; 

• classes begin with a capital letter and are always singular, e.g. 

skos:Concept ; 

• data type properties are (wherever possible) nouns, e.g. 

dcterms:description ; 

• object properties are verbs, e.g. ppp:  hasAuthorisationCertificate . 
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The full documentation of the PPP ontology is available at: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/ppp_ontology.html  

The ontology in RDF can be accessed at: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/ppp_ontology_v06.r df   

 

2.2. PPP Taxonomies  

Many properties of the PPP Ontology should take values from controlled lists and 

vocabularies. The range of these properties has been set to skos:Concept  following 

the data models of the Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS). The values 

of these properties come from a set of PPP taxonomies.  

As we discuss in this section, some of these taxonomies already existed and had 

been reused, while others had to be developed from scratch under the instructions 

of DG SANCO.  

The properties that take values from controlled vocabularies are:  

• admstax :intendedAudience – represents the types of users for a specific 

product. 

• adms:status – represents the status of an application or a decision. 

• dcterms :type  – represents the type of a PPP data resource (e.g. category of 

substance, application type, document type, formulation type). 

• dcterms:spatial – represents the administrative level at which the 

company intends to apply the use of a product. 

• ppp:function – represents the type of action of a product. 

• ppp:ghsPictograms – represents the GHS pictograms.  

• ppp:growingCrops – represents whether the crop is grown in the field or in 

protected culture. 

• ppp:hasAuthorisingMS – represents the Member State that gives the 

authorisation for a product. 

• ppp:hasIntroducingMSLabel – represents the MS that provides the 

introduction document. 

• ppp:hasOriginatingMSLabel – represents the MS that provides the origin 

document. 
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• ppp:hazardStatement – represents the different types of hazard 

statements for products.  

• ppp:pests – represents types of pests and harmful organisms. 

• ppp:precautionaryStatement – represents the types of precautionary 

statements. 

• ppp:signal – represents the types of types of signals of a Classification 

Labelling. 

• ppp:variant – represents the variant(s) of a substance.  

 

More details about these properties can be found in the documentation of the PPP 

Ontology at http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/ppp_ontology.html  

As said already, in some cases, the controlled vocabularies that are recommended 

to be used in order to complement the PPP Ontology are established by other 

initiatives.  

For example, adms:status  take values from the Asset Description Metadata 

Schema (ADMS) Status taxonomy developed by the ISA Programme. It is available 

under http://purl.org/adms . 

Likewise, ppp:hasAuthorisingMS, ppp:hasIntroducingMSLabel, 

ppp:hasOriginatingMSLabel may be assigned values from the Countries Named 

Authority List20 of the Publication Office of the European Commission (see Figure 5).  

                                    

20 http://publications.europa.eu/mdr/authority/country/index.html  
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Figure 5 : Snapshot from the Countries NAL of the OP 

 

For the remaining cases, i.e. for those that suitable vocabularies did not exist or 

could not be reused, we developed SKOS taxonomies under the instructions of DG 

SANCO. More specifically, the following taxonomies were created in order to provide 

values to the respective properties:  

• dcterms :type   

o Application type: The ApplicationType SKOS taxonomy has been 

developed. The namespace is:  

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/ApplicationTyp e/   

o Category of substance: The SubstanceCategory SKOS taxonomy has 

been developed. The namespace is: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Subcategory/   

o Decision type: The Decision_Type SKOS taxonomy has been 

developed. The namespace is: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/DecisionType/    

o Formulation type: The FormulationType SKOS taxonomy has been 

developed. The namespace is: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/FormulationTyp e/    

• dcterms:spatial 
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o The ApplicationLevel SKOS taxonomy has been developed. The 

namespace is: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/ApplicationLev el/   

• ppp:function  

o The Function SKOS taxonomy has been developed. The namespace 

is: http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Function/   

• ppp:ghsPictograms 

o The GHS SKOS taxonomy has been developed. The list of values can 

be found in the Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008. The namespace is:  

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/GHS/   

• ppp:growingCrops  

o The GrowingCrops SKOS taxonomy has been developed. The 

namespace is: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/GrowingCrops/   

• ppp:hazardStatement –  

o The HazardStatement SKOS taxonomy has been developed. The list 

of values for hazard statement can be found in the Regulation (EC) 

No 1272/2008 (See Annex III part 1) and the Regulation (EC) No 

547/2011 (See Annex II). The namespace is:  

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/HazardStatemen t/   

• admstax:intendedAudience 

o The IntendedAudience SKOS taxonomy has been developed. The 

namespace is: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/IntendedAudien ce/  

• ppp:precautionaryStatement  

o The PrecautionaryStatement SKOS taxonomy has been developed. 

The list of values can be found in the Regulation (EC) No 1272/2008 

(See Annex IV part 1) and the Regulation (EC) No 547/2011 (See 

Annex III). The namespace is:  

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/PrecautionaryS tatemen

t/   

• ppp:signal – represents the types of precautionary statements 

o The SignalType SKOS taxonomy has been developed. The namespace 

is:  http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/SignalType/   

• ppp:variant  

o The CIPACVariant SKOS taxonomy has been developed. This list must 

be constantly updated (www.cipac.org). The namespace is:  

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/CIPACVariant/   
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All the SKOS taxonomies have been developed following a four step process:  

1. We represented each taxonomy as tabular data using an Excel spreadsheet 

template (see for example Figure 6). The template that we used is available 

at: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Template

.xlsx 

2. We gave a URI to each taxonomy term, following the pattern 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/{taxonomy_name } , e.g. 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/CIPACVariant/ .  

3.  We used the Google Refine RDF extension21 for exporting the taxonomies in 

SKOS format. The skeleton that we used for defining SKOS RDF mappings is 

depicted in Figure 7 and can be downloaded from 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Template

_Skeleton.txt. 

4. We used PoolParty22’s SKOS validation service to ensure that the taxonomies 

conform to the SKOS specification23. The validation service is available at: 

http://demo.semantic-web.at:8080/SkosServices/check .  

5. We used the Asset Description Metadata Schema for Software (ADMS.SW) 

validator24 in order to create visual representations of the SKOS taxonomies, 

like the one shown in Figure 8. 

The latest version of the PPP Taxonomies can be accessed at: 

http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/ppp_taxonomies.htm l .  

The SKOS RDF file is available at: 

http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/ppp_taxonomies_v03 .rdf , while the 

completed Excel spreadsheet template can be downloaded from: 

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk /PPP%20Pilot/PPP_ta

xonomies_v0.3.xls  

                                    

21 http://refine.deri.ie/ 
22 http://poolparty.punkt.at/ 
23 http://www.w3.org/TR/swbp-skos-core-spec 
24 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/adms_foss/news/just-released-admssw-validator-verify-and-
visualise-rdf-software-metadata 
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Figure 6: Excel spreadsheet template for representing the data of the Function taxonomy in 

tabular format 

 

 

Figure 7: RDF Google Refine skeleton for creating the PPP taxonomies 
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Figure 8: The Function taxonomy in visual (human-readable) format 
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3. DESCRIPTION OF THE SAMPLE DATASETS AND DATA MODELS 

This chapter contains a description of the sample datasets and a mapping to the 

target RDF Vocabulary, i.e. to the PPP Ontology. The sample datasets were 

collected in the period between January and February 201325.  

As we discuss in the remainder of this chapter, a number of data cleansing and 

data curation operations were performed on all eight sample datasets, before these 

could actually be linked.  

Each of these datasets was first converted into CSV/excel format (using Unicode 

UTF-8 character encoding to keep the special characters of each language) in order 

to be able to transform the data RDF using Google Refine. We then mapped each of 

the different columns of a CSV file to the appropriate property of the PPP Ontology. 

Figure 9 provides an example for the Austrian dataset. The first column contains all 

the attributes of a PPP product found in the Austrian dataset, while the second 

column contains the respective values in the PPP ontology (wherever possible). For 

instance, we can observe that “tradename” (which is a column of the raw dataset) 

was mapped to the “Product” property “rdfs:label”. However in some cases the 

mappings were more complex; for example in the second line, “Registration owner” 

was mapped to a “Product” property “hasCompany”, which implies that this also 

relates to (and requires the definition of) a company class. In this case, the result is 

that the value indicating the name of the “Registration owner” is found in the 

“Company” as a “rdfs:label” (modelling the legal name of the company) and is 

referenced via a URI in the “Product” property “hasCompany”.   

 

Figure 9 - Mapping columns to PPP property 

                                    

25 We cannot guarantee the validity of the data records in the datasets as changes may have been 
applied after February 2013, which have not been incorporated in our sample. 
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After completing the mappings, a template based on the PPP Ontology was created 

and was then used a basis for the cleaned up datasets. Specifically, each dataset, 

apart from the Greek one, required cleansing and transformation in order to comply 

with the PPP ontology and taxonomies (more details discussed in the following 

sections).   

For example, we observed that the substances of PPP products mentioned in the 

different datasets were not uniformly named and small variations from one dataset 

to another existed, even if they were referring to the same substance.  In order to 

deal with this variability and homogenise the datasets, we used a list26 of 

substances, available on the European Portal, and created corresponding URIs. 

Then we mapped out the substance to its equivalent value in the list and retrieved 

the appropriate URI.  

After cleansing and modelling the datasets, we move to the next step, i.e. 

publishing the datasets as Linked Data. For this purpose, we had to create an RDF 

skeleton to be used by Google Refine Extension for RDF. The Linked Data was then 

made accessible via a public SPARQL endpoint.  

As the datasets did not have specific licenses associated, we create a copyright 

page, mentioning that in the context of this pilot ownership of the data stays with 

the publisher (i.e. the public administration providing the data).  

The remainder of this section describes in detail the data cleansing, modelling and 

publishing activities performed on every dataset.  

 

3.1. AT - Bundesamt für Ernährungssicherheit 

The Austrian Federal Ministry for Food Safety makes available through it AGES 

database a full list27 of plant protection products authorised in Austria.  

For the purposes of the pilot, we used the “Liste der zugelassenen/genehmigten 

PSM u. Vertriebserweiterungen sortiert nach Handelsbezeichnung28” dataset (EN: 

List of approved / authorized products and distribution extensions sorted by trade 

name). The dataset is made available in German in CSV format (see following 

screenshot).  

                                    

26 http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1 
27 http://pmg.ages.at/pls/psmlfrz/pmgweb2$.lists 
28 http://pmg.ages.at/export/PMG/PMG/web/pmg_webcsv_zul.csv 
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Figure 10 - AT Dataset sample 

 

For the data to be mapped correctly to the PPP ontology, it had to be cleaned and 

restructured. First, we looked into transforming the abbreviations present in “Type 

of effect” column, which at first glance was thought to be function of a product. This 

was confirmed by a document located on the Austrian portal, where the 

abbreviations29 are linked to a function. Then these elements were transformed into 

using the URI format specified in section 4.1, as seen in the figure beneath:  

 

Figure 11 – AT Function transformation to URI 

 

Furthermore this same column, in certain cases, contained up to four different 

functions for the same product (e.g: “FU, HB, IN, NE”, see Figure 10), which 

required the content of each cell of the column to be split, using a comma as a 

separator, in order to convert the data from its spreadsheet format to RDF. 

                                    

29http://pmg.ages.at/export/PMG/PMG/web/pmg_webcsv_decode_typg.csv (visited: 2013/05/20, 
13:27.) 
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Figure 12 – AT Multiple function example 

 

Another column “Registration owner” (that corresponds to the Company class in the 

PPP ontology) also needed transformation from the abbreviation of a company’s 

name to its full name.  

 

Figure 13 - AT Company example 

 

A list30 of companies containing the corresponding abbreviations was acquired in 

the same fashion as for the function on the Austrian portal. Again as in the case of 

the functions, the abbreviations were converted to their full names and the result 

was then used to create a corresponding URI (e.g.: ALB transformed to Albaugh UK 

Ltd. and http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Company/DuPo nt-de-

Nemours-Deutschland-GmbH-Bereich-Pflanzenschutz ) 

 

Figure 14 - AT company abbreviation transformation 

 

Furthermore the list of companies converted, was composed of all the companies 

connected to a product and therefore generated duplicates in the spreadsheet that 

defined the “company” elements as different products could have the same 

company which produced it. Hence duplicates had to be identified and removed.   

Then in the interest of having identical URIs for substances throughout the dataset, 

it was decided to create them based on official account31 of recognised active 

                                    

30 http://pmg.ages.at/export/PMG/PMG/web/pmg_webcsv_decode_zul.csv (visited: 2013/05/20, 13:27.) 
31http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1 
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substance. This list was first published as Linked Data and then made to correspond 

with the active substances. 

 

Figure 15 - AT Substance Sample 

 

 

Figure 16 - AT Official account 

 

Finally some translations from German to English were required for the pest names, 

found in the “organism” column. This was achieved by using a Google spreadsheet 

and then using a translation function that used the Google translation service. A 

German speaker also reviewed the translated elements. 

A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed beneath (for 

more details, see the spreadsheet32):  

 

Figure 17 - AT Product 

                                    

32 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Austria/AT_ppp.xlsx 
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Figure 18 - AT Substance 

 

 

Figure 19 - AT Decision 

 

 

Figure 20 - AT Pests 

 

3.2. BE - Federal Public Service Health, Food Chain Safety and 

Environment  

The fyto.web portal33 makes available a full list of plant protection products 

authorised in Belgium by the approval committee as well as a search service.  

For the purposes of the pilot, we used the “Liste des produits agréés34” dataset 

(EN: List of approved products). The dataset is made available in Dutch and French 

in text format.  We used the French distribution of the dataset.  

                                    

33 http://www.fytoweb.fgov.be/indexFr.asp 
34 http://www.fytoweb.fgov.be/Xls/StofFr.txt 
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Figure 21 - BE Dataset sample 

 
The data retrieved was in text format, that resembled a CSV format using a series 

of spaces as separator; however when opened as a CSV file the data in the rows did 

not always correspond with the column. Therefore we reworked, in a semi-manual 

fashion, the data in order to restructure it. Afterwards, we assigned a name to the 

column based on our understanding of the subject and prior experience with other 

datasets.  

Next the document was translated from French to English using a Google doc 

spreadsheet which has a translation function, and was proof-read by a French 

native speaker. 

Further transformations were made concerning on the data in “function” column, 

which at times contained several functions for a product. The column was therefore 

split in order to be correctly transformed, using Google Refine, to an RDF format. 

The “/” was used to split the column and each result was implemented in a new 

row. After, the result was converted to a corresponding URI found in the PPP 

taxonomy (e.g. fungicide / insecticide to 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Function/fungi cide ). 

 

 

Figure 22 - BE Function to split 
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Figure 23 - BE Function transformation 

 

Finally the substances were also transformed based on a previously made list of 

URIs based on an official list35 of active substances published by DG SANCO. 

A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed beneath (for 

more details, see the spreadsheet36):  

 

Figure 24 - BE Product sample 

 

 

Figure 25 - BE Substance sample 

 

 

Figure 26 - BE Decision sample 

 

3.3. DE - Bundesamt für Verbraucherschutz und 

Lebensmittelsicherheit  

The Federal Office of Consumer Protection and Food Safety makes available a 

search service37 of plant protection products authorised in Germany.  

                                    

35http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1 
36 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Belgium/BE_ppp.xlsx 
37 https://portal.bvl.bund.de/psm/jsp/index.jsp 
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For the purposes of the pilot, we used the link “Gesamtliste” (EN: complete list) 

found at the Federal Office of Consumer Protection and Food Safety portal38. The 

link returns the whole list, in German, as an html table that can be browsed. 

 

Figure 27 - DE Dataset sample 

 

Therefore to retrieve the data, we had to manually copy it, page by page, to a 

spreadsheet and the data was then transferred to a Google doc spreadsheet in view 

of using the translation function. The translation was then reviewed by a German 

speaker where no translation was available or the outcome was incoherent with the 

rest of the data. 

In addition the “active substance” (substance in the PPP ontology) and the “area of 

influence” (function in the PPP ontology) had several elements within a same cell.  

 

Figure 28 - DE Function/area of influence 

 

 

Figure 29 - DE Substance/active substance 

                                    

38 https://portal.bvl.bund.de/psm/jsp/index.jsp 
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These columns had to be split in the interest of correctly transforming the data 

from the spreadsheet to RDF using Google Refine. We employed the “plus” sign as 

a separator for the “active substance” and the “comma” sign for the “area of 

influence”.  Then the result of both columns was converted to URIs, in the case of 

“active substance” this was done by finding the corresponding substance in an 

official account39 of recognised active substance which had been already 

transformed into URI for previous datasets. (e.g. of the result:  “Phenmedipham + 

ethofumesate” to two cells on different rows 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Substance/Phen medipham  and 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Substance/Etho fumesate ).  

 

Figure 30 - DE Function transformation result 

 

The conversion of “area of influence” column was realised by corresponding the 

values found in the cells to list, previously created, of URIs for the functions, taken 

from the taxonomy. (e.g: “acaricide, insecticide” to two cells on different rows 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Function/acaric ide  and 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Function/insec ticide ).  

 

Figure 31 - DE Substance transformation result 

 

A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed beneath (for 

more details, see the spreadsheet40):  

 

Figure 32 - DE Product sample 

                                    

39http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1 
40 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Germany/DE_ppp.xlsx 
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Figure 33 - DE Substance sample 

 

 

Figure 34 - DE Decision sample 

 

3.4. GR – Ministry of Rural Development and Food 

The Ministry of Rural Development & Food makes available a search41 service that 

of plant protection products authorised in Greece.  

For the purposes of the pilot, we used an option “All” (found in scroll down menu) 

return all the plant protection products used in Greece and any related data, in 

English. 

 

Figure 35 - GR Dataset sample 

 

Then we copied the data a spreadsheet and started transforming the data. 

First, we mapped the data in the “Active Substance” column (substance property in 

the plant protection product ontology) to the reference list of substances42 that we 

                                    

41 http://wwww.minagric.gr/syspest/syspest_byEmporiko_en.aspx 
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previously published as Linked Data (as explained already), e.g. “cyanazine” was 

transformed to http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Substance/Cyan azine ). 

 

Figure 36 - GR Substance/active Substance 

 

 

Figure 37 - GR Substance transformation result 

 

A similar action was taken for the functions (called category in the original data) 

which had to respect the taxonomy and therefore were made to correspond in order 

to have URIs as a result. (e.g. “HERBICIDE” was transformed to 

“http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/Function/herbi cide ”).  

 

Figure 38 - GR Function / Category 

 

 

Figure 39 - GR Function transformation result 

                                                                                                       

42http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1 
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A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed in the figures 

that follow (for more details, see the spreadsheet43):  

 

Figure 40 - GR Product sample 

 

 

Figure 41 - GR Substance sample 

 

 

Figure 42 - GR Decision sample 

 

 

Figure 43 - GR Company sample 

 

3.5. HU – Agrinex 

Agrinex44 makes available a list of plant protection products authorised in Hungary.  

For the purposes of the pilot, we copied the dataset found on the Agrinex portal45 

as an html page; furthermore the data was in English. 

                                    

43
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Greece/GR_ppp.xlsx 

44 http://www.neoland.hu/ 
45 http://www.neoland.hu/engedelyezett_novenyvedo_szerek_e.html 
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Figure 44 – HU Dataset sample 

 

Nevertheless the data had to be cleansed and transformed in order to be converted 

to RDF and consequently published as Linked Data.  

First, the “Type of product”, “Crop”, and “Active substance” columns had to be split, 

as they contained aggregate data.  

For the “Type of product” (function in the PPP ontology), the data was split into 

different rows, using the “,” as a separator, while copying the product URI in the 

new rows to keep the function related to the appropriate product. Moreover the 

column was cleansed and the remaining functions were mapped to the 

corresponding PPP taxonomy. 

 

Figure 45 - HU Function/ Type of product 
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Figure 46 - HU Function transformation result 

 

Then “Crop” column was split into a different spreadsheet to maintain clear data as 

there was a large amount of data in a great deal of cells; for example a cell had 

over 20 different crops. The “,” separator was used and each new element was 

added in the same row with the corresponding product URI to be able to identify to 

which product the crop is linked to. 

 

Figure 47 – HU Crop 

 

 

Figure 48 - HU Crop transformation result 

 

But the most complex column was the “Active substance” which contained the 

substance name, content and measurement unit for up to five different substances 

inside the same cell. The split was achieved in a separate spreadsheet and used the 

“+” symbol as a separator, but more complex functions were required in order to 
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parse the remaining elements correctly and mapping the substance the 

corresponding substance URI found in an official account46 of recognised active 

substance. Each new substance for a given product was dealt with in a different 

column of the row containing the related product URI. 

 

Figure 49 - HU Substance/Active substance 

 

 

Figure 50 - HU Substance transformation result 

 

Furthermore as the “Active substance” and the “Crop” column were made in 

another spreadsheet and were structured completely different than in the template 

spreadsheet, a custom Google Refine skeleton had to be created. 

 
A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed in the figures 

that follow (for more details, see the spreadsheet47):  

 

                                    

46http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1 
47

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Hungary/HU_ppp.xlsx 
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Figure 51 - HU Product sample 

 

 

Figure 52 - HU Company sample 

 

 

Figure 53 - HU Decision sample 

 

3.6. NL - Board for the Authorisation of Pesticides 

The Board for the Authorisation of Plant Protection Products and Biocides (cgtb) 

makes available an English list48 of plant protection products authorised in The 

Netherlands. 

                                    

48 http://www.ctb.agro.nl/ctb_files/authorised_pesticides.xls 
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Figure 54 - NL Dataset sample 

 

However the columns “active substance” (substance in the PPP ontology) had to be 

split into up to four columns. This was done in a separate spreadsheet and we used 

the “#” and “,” symbol as a separator. The substances were then mapped to the 

corresponding into substance URIs based on an official account49 of recognised 

active substance which, as discussed, was published as Linked Data. 

 

Figure 55 - NL Substance/active substance 

 

 

Figure 56 - NL Substance transformation result 

 

Furthermore as these actions were realised in a different spreadsheet, an adapted 

Google Refine skeleton was created to enable the transformation of the data from a 

spreadsheet to RDF. 

                                    

49http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1  
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A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed in the figures 

that follow (for more details, see the spreadsheet50):  

 

Figure 57 - NL Product sample 

 

 

Figure 58 - NL Decision sample 

 

 

Figure 59 - NL Company sample 

 

3.7. PL – Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development 

The Ministry of Agriculture and Rural Development makes available a list of plant 

protection products authorised in Poland.  

For the purposes of the pilot, we downloaded the complete list51 , in Polish, found 

on Ministry of agriculture and rural development on their portal52. The link returns 

the list in a spreadsheet format. 

                                    

50
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Netherlands/NL_ppp.xlsx 

 
51 http://www.bip.minrol.gov.pl/FileRepozytory/FileRepozytoryShowImage.aspx?item_id=47506 
52 http://www.bip.minrol.gov.pl/DesktopDefault.aspx 
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Figure 60 - PL Dataset sample 

 

The first action was to translate the whole document, by uploading the data as 

spreadsheet on Google Docs and employing a function that translates each 

element.  Then the result was reviewed and adapted by verifying the alternative 

translation, whenever there was doubt about its accuracy. 

Moreover the column “The contents, common name and the manufacturer of the 

active substance plant protection product” had to be split in the interest of being 

properly transformed into RDF. We did the split in a separate spreadsheet and used 

a series of complex functions to split and extract the correct data. Each data 

resource was assigned a new column cell with the appropriate tag (e.g. common 

name was substance, manufacturer was company etc.) and the corresponding 

product URI was kept in the first column in order to maintain its relationship to the 

rest of the data.  

Substances were also mapped to the corresponding substance URI in the official 

account53 of recognised active substance which had been already transformed into 

Linked Data. 

 

                                    

53http://ec.europa.eu/sanco_pesticides/public/index.cfm?event=activesubstance.selection&a=1 
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Figure 61 – PL content & unit, Substance and Company/ The contents, common name and the 

manufacturer of the active substance plant protection product 

 

 

Figure 62 - PL Substance transformation result 

 

Furthermore as the splitting of the “The contents, common name and the 

manufacturer of the active substance plant protection product” column was done in 

a separate spreadsheet a custom made skeleton for Google Refine was created. 

A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed beneath (for 

more details, see the spreadsheet54): 

 
Figure 63 - PL Product sample 

                                    

54
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Poland/PL_ppp.xlsx 
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Figure 64 - PL Decision 

 

 

Figure 65 - PL Company 

 

3.8. SE – Swedish Chemicals Agency 

The Swedish Chemicals Agency makes available a list of plant protection products 

authorised in Sweden on its portal55.  

For the purposes of the pilot, we downloaded the complete list56 as a PDF, in 

Swedish. 

 

Figure 66: SE Dataset in PDF 

 

                                    

55 http://apps.kemi.se/bkmregoff/default.cfm 
56 http://www.kemi.se/documents/bekampningsmedel/register_over_ytterligare_namn.pdf 
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The data first had to first be extracted from the PDF and transferred to a 

spreadsheet. Next the document required translations from Swedish into English for 

the column names and for a limited number of elements.  

 

Figure 67 - SE Dataset transformation on structure 

 

Finally the “The additional issue, date of notification, notifiers, case reference 

number” column was split into two, the “application date” (startDate property in the 

PPP ontology) and the “company name” (Company in the PPP ontology). This 

required to cleanse the data, which entailed erasing the first character, if it was a 

comma, then using the “,” symbol as a separator and finally erasing the rest of the 

data. 

 

Figure 68 - SE startDate, Company / application date, company name 

 

A sample of the final outcome of the transformation can be observed in the figures 

that follow (for more details, see the spreadsheet57): 

 

Figure 69 - SE Product sample 

                                    

57
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/svn/core_business/trunk/PPP%20Pilot/Sweden/SE_ppp.xlsx 
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Figure 70 - SE Company sample 

 

 

Figure 71 - SE Decision sample 
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4. LINKING PPP DATA RESOURCES 

This chapter describes the techniques and the tools used for linking the data and, 

finally, for building a solution that would satisfy the two use cases defined in 

Chapter 1.  

4.1. URI design 

This section contains a proposal for URI sets for PPP data that was used in the pilot. 

This proposal is inspired by the study on persistent URIs [PURI] conducted in the 

context of ISA Action 1.1. The recommendations derived by this study are 

summarised in Figure 72. 

Drawing on the recommendations of the [PURI] study, we propose the following 

pattern for a URI designed for persistence: 

http://{domain}/{type}/{concept}/{reference} 

where:  

• {domain}  is a combination of the host and the relevant sector. In the case of 

the pilot, the domain is health.testproject.eu/ppp/{cc}.  

• {cc}  is the country code that indicates where the data comes from. The 

possible country codes for this pilot are {AT, BE, DE, GR, HU, NL, PL and 

SE}. 

• {type}  declares the type of resource that is being identified. We are using: 

'id' for real world objects; 

• {concept}  refers to the type of real world object identified, e.g. product, 

company, active substance; 

• {reference}  is a specific item, term or concept. 

For example, the URI for ACANTO Plus authorised in Hungary is 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/HU/id/Product/ACAN TO-PLUS  
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Figure 72:  The 10 Dos and DONTs for persistent URIs [PURI] 

 

4.2. The Linked Data infrastructure 

The Linked Data infrastructure is based on OpenLink Virtuoso [Virtuoso]. This is an 

open-source middleware and database management system that provides access to 

relational, RDF, XML, and text-based data. We have deployed Virtuoso on an 

Amazon AWS small instance, which can be accessed at 

http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/  

Member States provide their data in native format. We are then using Excel 

spreadsheets and Google Refine’s RDF extension in order to cleanse, map to the 

PPP Ontology and Taxonomies, and transform the data to RDF (see also chapter 0).  

The RDF data is finally stored in Virtuoso’s RDF store, where it can be accessed by 

both human and machine users. An RDF graph is maintained per MS data source.  

In order to facilitate the access of human users to the pilot data, we have put in 

place: 

• A search interface, available at http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/   

The search interface allows users to look for PPP data resources either by 

using a set of keywords or by typing a SPARQL query. In both cases an 

HTTP request is set to the SPARQL endpoint, and the search results (if any) 

are transformed to HTML using an XSLT.  

• A faceted browser, available at: http://health.testproject.eu:8080/faceted-

browser/index.html#ppp  

The faceted browser allows users to navigate through the available PPP data 

i.e. independent of the data originator

e.g. http://www.example.com/id/alice_brown

e.g. http://education.data.gov.uk/ministryofeducati on/id/school/123456

e.g. http://education.data.gov.uk/doc/school?id=123 456

e.g. http://education.data.gov.uk/doc/school/v01/12 3456

e.g. http://education.data.gov.uk/id/school1/123457

e.g. http://education.data.gov.uk/id/school1/123456

e.g. http://data.example.org/doc/foo/bar.rdf

e.g. http://data.example.org/doc/foo/bar.html 

e.g. http://education.data.gov.uk/id/school/123456

e.g. http://{domain}/{type}/{concept}/{reference} 

Follow the pattern

Re-use existing identifiers

Link multiple representations

Implement 303 redirects for real-world objects

Use a dedicated service

Avoid stating ownership

Avoid version numbers

Avoid using auto-increment

Avoid query strings

rules
for persistent

http://education.data.gov.uk/doc/schools/123456.csv

Avoid file extensions
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resources by filtering the data with one of three available facets, e.g. 

company and country. 

Machines can send HTTP GET requests, like the one below, to the pilot’s public 

SPARQL endpoint at http://health.testproject.eu/sparql  

GET /ppp/BE/id/Product/ACANTO HTTP/1.1 

Host: health.testproject.eu 

Accept: application/rdf+xml 

The architecture of the pilot is depicted in Figure 73, while Table 8 summarises the 

open source software used for developing the pilot.  

 

Figure 73: PPP pilot technical architecture 
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Table 8: Open-source software used in the pilot 

Product Description 

OpenLink Virtuoso 

The open source edition of OpenLink’s Virtuoso (v6.0) 

supports the management, access, and integration of 

RDF data. It was used for storing, querying and 

dereferencing the data.  

 

Available at:  

http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/dataspace/doc/dav/wi

ki/Main/ 

RDF Refine 

The RDF extension for Open Refine (formerly known 

as Google Refine) allows reconciling, interlinking and 

exporting to RDF tabular data.  

 

Available at:  

http://refine.deri.ie/ 

RDF Faceted Browser 

The RDF Faceted Browser allows to visually browse 

through RDF data available through SPARQL 

endpoints by supporting COUNT/GROUP BY queries.  

 

Available at:  

https://github.com/fadmaa/RDF-faceted-browser 

 

More information at: 

http://vmsgov03.deri.ie/sparql-faceted-browsing.pdf 

Apache Tomcat 

The Apache Tomcat Web server was used for deploying the 

RDF Faceted Browser.  

 

Available at:  

http://tomcat.apache.org/ 

PPP Taxonomies 

Visualisation 

The SKOS PPP Taxonomies have been visualised using the 

ADMS.SW validator.  

 

Available at:  

https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/adms_foss/news/ju

st-released-admssw-validator-verify-and-visualise-

rdf-software-metadata 

PPP Ontology 

Visualisation 

The RDF schema of the PPP Ontology has been visualised in 

HTML using an XSLT transformation.  

 

Available at:  

http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/rdf2html.xsl 
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4.3. Linking PPP datasets 

A main contribution of this pilot is to demostrate how PPP data resources from 

different datasets can be linked using common identifiers. Linked Data is tried out 

in this work as an enabler of flexible data integration.  

Publishing data in open formats, such as RDF and XML, and assigning HTTP URIs to 

identify things are the foundations of Linked Data. Hence, in this pilot, we are using 

HTTP URIs as a means for implementing common identifiers.  The design pattern 

for HTTP URIs that was followed in the pilot has already been discussed in section 

4.1.  

In this vein, all PPP data resources, e.g. products, companies, substances, decisions 

etc., have been assigned a unique identifier.  

Furthermore, we explored three ways of inter-linking PPP data resources:  

Created owl:sameAs  links between resources with the same name. For example, we 

linked products authorised in different EU MSs, e.g.   

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/DE/id/Product/Acan to   

owl:sameAs  

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/BE/id/Product/ACAN TO 

Created indirect links between PPP data resources by assigning controlled values 

from the PPP Taxonomies to different attributes. For example, the values of 

funtions of plant protection products come from the  Function taxonomy 

(http://purl.org/ppp/function/). Hence, starting from the function, one can browse 

the links to all products that demostrate this particular function.  

Additionally, links to external data sources could be created. For example company 

URIs could be linked (wherever possible) to their counterparts in DBpedia and Open 

Corporates58. However, this step was not implemented due to limited resources.  

4.4. Use Case 1 – Disambiguate a PPP data resource 

It is often the case that the same product may be rolled out under the same trade 

name in different EU Member States. For example, Acanto is authorised and sold in 

Austria, Germany and Belgium.  

In order to enable users to disambiguate PPP data resources, such as products, 

authorisations, substances and companies, i.e. differentiate between distinct 

                                    

58 http://opencorporates.com/ 
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resources that share the same name, a common HTTP URI as identifier is attributed 

to every resource. An essential part of HTTP URIs is that they identify abstract 

representations of real-world objects. For example: 

• The URI for Acanto in Austria is 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Product/Acan to  

• The URI for Acanto in Belgium is 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/DE/id/Product/Acan to   

• The URI for Acanto in Germany is 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/BE/id/Product/ACAN TO  

In order to formally encode the relationship between resources with the same 

name, we created owl:sameAs  triples connecting them, as discussed in section 4.3. 

However, the objective of the pilot is not to deliver persistent URIs for PPP data 

resources. This should be taken care of by the owners of the data. In order to assist 

them in this task, we propose the URI design pattern of section 4.1.  

Before minting new URIs, the data publishers should look for existing ones that can 

be reused. For example, the Named Authority Lists59 of the Publications Office of 

the European Commission provide common URIs for countries, places, currencies 

and corporate bodies. As already discussed, URIs for companies may already be 

looked up in DBpedia, Open Corporates as well as in the national company 

registers, which are starting to publish their data as Linked Data, e.g. Companies 

House60 in the UK. 

 

4.5. Use Case 2 – Find information about PPP authorised across 

the EU 

As discussed in the previous section, the Linked Data infrastructure enables both 

human users and machines to search for information about plant protection 

products authorised in any of the eight MSs that partake in the pilot.  

Let’s assume the case of Matteo, an employee of the Italian Ministry of Agricultural, 

Food and Forestry Policies, who wants to find out if a specific PPP, namely Acanto, 

has been authorised in other EU Member States.  

                                    

59 https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/catalogue/repository/metadata-registry 
60 http://www.companieshouse.gov.uk/ 
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Up until now, Matteo would have to go to the online databases of 27 different EU 

MSs and search for Acanto on each of them. This entails a number of obvious 

obstacles:  

• Matteo should familiarise himself with the different vocabularies used for 

describing PPPs and overcome the language barriers.  

• In some cases, access to the data is restricted.  

• Matteo will have to integrate the different search results himself in order to 

get a complete picture of the authorisation of Acanto in EU MSs.  

• The search results are often not in machine-readable formats; hence Matteo 

cannot directly reuse the data in an application or integrate it with other 

data.  

In order to overcome these obstacles, the PPP pilot puts in place a Linked Data 

based solution which enables the integration of heterogeneous data from the PPP 

databases of eight MSs. Three ways of querying the data are supported, so Matteo 

can search for Acanto by:  

• using a set of keywords, e.g. ‘Acanto’; 

• typing a SPARQL query (see Table 9); or 

• browsing the dataset using the Faceted Browser.  

 

Table 9: SPARQL Query example 

PREFIX rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema# > 

PREFIX skos: <http://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#>  

PREFIX dcterms: <http://purl.org/dc/terms/> 

PREFIX rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-synta x-ns#> 

PREFIX ppp: <http://ec.europa.eu/open-data/planthea lth/ppp/> 

SELECT DISTINCT ?s ?p ?o   

FROM <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp> 

WHERE {?s a ppp:Product;?p ?o. 
FILTER(regex(?o,'Acanto','i')).}LIMIT 100  

 

Figure 75 shows the search interface of the PPP pilot, which supports keyword 

search and SPARQL queries. Figure 73 shows the Faceted Browser.  
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Figure 74 - Faceted Browser 

 

 

Figure 75: PPP pilot - search page 
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Coming back to our example, Matteo’s search will return a number of triples related 

to information about the authorisation of Acanto in different MSs (see Figure 76). 

 

 

Figure 76: PPP pilot - search results 

 

Matteo can then select one of the search results and look it up (de-reference it). For 

example, as shown in Figure 77, by selecting 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Product/Acan to , the system will 

return a webpage with all the information it holds with regards to the specific 

product. Finally, Matteo can download the metadata description of the product in 

RDF/XML or Turtle format (see bottom right corner in Figure 77). 

 

 

Figure 77: Dereferencing a PPP data resource 
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This is thanks to powerful mechanism of the HTTP protocol known as content 

negotiation. Content negotiation allows Web clients (e.g. a Web browser, a Linked 

Data application or any Web service) to deliver the same document in different 

formats, e.g. XML, RDF, CSV and text.  

When de-referenced, URIs that identify real-world objects other than Web 

documents should redirect using HTTP response code 303 to Web documents that 

describe the object. This should be done in a consistent manner that can be written 

as a URI re-write rule, typically replacing the URI {type}  of 'ppp' with 'pppdoc.' 

For example, the following URIs should de-reference to the following URLs 

(respectively): 

• URIs: 

o A product: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Product/Acan to  

o The company requesting the authorisation of a product: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Company/DuPo nt-de-

Nemours-Deutschland-GmbH-Bereich-Pflanzenschutz   

o The substance contained in a product: 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Substance/1  

• URLs: 

o http://health.testproject.eu/ppp doc/AT/id/Product/Acanto.{

rendition}  

o http://health.testproject.eu/ppp doc/AT/id/Company/DuPont-

de-Nemours-Deutschland-GmbH-Bereich-

Pflanzenschutz.{rendition}  

o http://health.testproject.eu/ppp doc/AT/id/Substance/1.{ren

dition}  

The following HTTP request: 

GET /ppp/AT/id/Product/ACANTO HTTP/1.1 

Host: health.testproject.eu 

Accept: text/turtle 

 

must therefore lead to the following HTTP response with 303 redirect response 

code: 
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HTTP/1.1 303 See Other 

Connection: close 

Content-Type: text/html; charset=UTF-8 

Date: Mon, 07 Jan 2013 22:23:06 GMT 

Accept-Ranges: bytes 

Location: 
http://health.testproject.eu/doc/AT/id/Product/ACAN TO.ttl 

Content-Length: 0 

 

Consequently, an RDF client will retrieve the corresponding RDF document: 

GET /pppdoc/AT/id/Product/ACANTO.ttl HTTP/1.1 

Host: health.testproject.eu 

Accept: text/turtle 

 

Resulting in the desired Web document describing the product: 

HTTP/1.1 200 OK 

Connection: Keep-Alive 

Date: Thu, 25 Apr 2013 15:58:29 GMT 

Accept-Ranges: bytes 

Content-Type: text/turtle; charset=UTF-8 

Content-Length: 1821 

 

By means of URL rewrite rules, Virtuoso allows deploying a URI infrastructure that 

adheres to the content negotiation design principles of the HTTP protocol and 

related design guidelines for Linked Data URIs included in among others the 

following recommendations: the 2008 W3C Semantic Web Interest Group Note 

entitled ‘Cool URIs for the Semantic Web’ [CoolURIs] and the ISA [PURI].  

Hence, the request for the following resource  

http://health.testproject.eu/pppdoc/AT/id/Product/A CANTO.ttl 

 

has been implemented in the PPP pilot’s Linked Data infrastructure using a URL 

rewriting rule, which is internally handled by the following SPARQL CONSTRUCT 

query  
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CONSTRUCT { 

http://health.testproject.eu/ppp$U1 ?p ?o. 

?s1 ?p1 <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp$U1>. } 

FROM <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp> 

WHERE { 

{<http://health.testproject.eu/ppp$U1> ?p ?o} UNION  

{?s1 ?p1 <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp$U1>} } 

 

the result of which is returned as a Turtle file with the following content: 

 

Table 10: Content negotiation response – ttl file 

@prefix rdf: <http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-synt ax-ns#> . 

@prefix ns1: <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/i d/Product/> . 

@prefix ns2: <http://ec.europa.eu/open-data/planthe alth/ppp/> . 

ns1:Acanto rdf:type ns2:Product . 

@prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema #> . 

ns1:Acanto rdfs:label "Acanto" . 

@prefix owl: <http://www.w3.org/2002/07/owl#> . 

@prefix ns5: <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/DE/i d/Product/> . 

ns1:Acanto owl:sameAs ns5:Acanto . 

@prefix ns6: <http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/AT/i d/Product/> . 

ns1:Acanto owl:sameAs ns6:Acanto . 

@prefix ns7: <http://health.testproject.eu/PPP/DE/i d/Product/> . 

ns1:Acanto owl:sameAs ns7:Acanto . 

@prefix ns8: <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/def/ Function/> . 

ns1:Acanto ns2:function ns8:fungicide ; 

 ns2:hasSubstance
 <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Substance/ 1> . 

@prefix ns9: <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/i d/Company/> . 

ns1:Acanto ns2:hasCompany ns9:DuPont-de-Nemours-Deu tschland-GmbH-
Bereich-Pflanzenschutz ; 

 ns2:hasDecision
 <http://health.testproject.eu/ppp/AT/id/Decision/2 765> . 

@prefix ns10:
 <http://publications.europa.eu/resource/authority/ country/> . 

ns1:Acanto ns2:hasAuthorisingMS ns10:AUT ; 

 ns2:hasAuthorisation ns10:AUT . 

ns5:Acanto  owl:sameAs ns1:Acanto .  
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Via the same mechanism, an HTML representation can also be returned, as shown 

in Figure 77. 

Linked Data systems and applications can directly query the SPARQL endpoint of 

the PPP pilot using an HTTP GET request, like the one below, to retrieve information 

about a specific URI in a specific format (e.g. RDF-XML or JSON notation). The 

public SPARQL endpoint of the pilot is available at 

http://health.testproject.eu/sparql   
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5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The ‘Linking data about applications and decisions for authorisation of plant 

protection products’ pilot has demonstrated the technical feasibility of the following 

aspects: 

• Common data models and taxonomies, such as the PPP Ontology and 

Taxonomies, are required for homogenising PPP data that originates from 

disparate organisations and systems; 

• Such common data models and taxonomies should not be re-invented. 

Organisations need to reuse existing models. In case agreement on common 

models and taxonomies needs to be reached, a formal consensus building 

process and methodology should be followed, such as the one developed by 

the ISA Programme [Proc&Meth] & [DM2RDFS]; 

• Real-world objects, such as products, companies, substances etc., should be 

assigned unique shared persistent identifiers in the form of HTTP URIs 

[PURI]; 

• A linked data infrastructure can provide access to homogenised, integrated, 

and enriched PPP data using standard Web-based interfaces (such as HTTP 

and SPARQL) and Web-based languages (such as XHTML, RDF+XML), on top 

of existing relational PPP databases and existing file-based PPP datasets. 

• The use of standard Web interfaces (such as HTTP and SPARQL) can simplify 

the use of PPP data for machines.  

• Linked Data is high-quality data. Considerable data cleansing and curation is 

required before actually transforming the data to RDF and linking it to other 

data.  

Nonetheless, the pilot is only a proof-of-concept. Further study is required to 

analyse and deal with the following technical and organisational challenges before 

the pilot can be transformed into a production-level solution.  

• Technical challenges 

o Cleansing and curating the data is a tedious and expensive task, 

which is often hard to automate, as it requires domain knowledge 

and expertise, which is hard to codify. Additionally, it may also 

require changes to the way (structure and format) that the data 

sources expose their data.  

o Linking to external data sources is required for adding context to the 
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data and enriching their meaning and expressivity. For example 

company URIs could be linked (wherever possible) to their 

counterparts in DBpedia and Open Corporates. 

o For keeping the system up-to-date, the communication between the 

data sources and the Linked Data infrastructure should be 

automated, so that updates are automatically cascaded.  

o Managing the data lifecycle is a challenging task, especially in a case 

like this one, where data from numerous sources is integrated. 

Mechanisms for handling updates and deletions in the data should be 

devised.  

o Selection and orchestration of technical architectural components. 

The demo has already used certain open source components with the 

purpose of illustrating a working implementation, which can be 

reused and replicated. Before however taking this to a production 

level further testing is required, mostly to evaluate scalability and 

performance.  

o Due to the reuse of open-source technologies and open standards, 

the pilot can be extended and configured. However, extendibility and 

configurability of the solution should be further investigated before 

final conclusions can be drawn.  

• Organisational challenges 

o A central authority, e.g. DG SANCO, should take the responsibility of 

publishing and maintaining persistent HTTP URIs for PPP data 

resources. Existing identifiers should be reused to the extent 

possible, especially the ones coming from reference data sources, 

such as company registers. 

o The PPP Ontology and Taxonomies need to be published on a public 

infrastructure, such as purl.org, and should be maintained by a 

central authority, i.e. DG SANCO.  

o Data is currently available under different licences and in most cases 

no licence actually exists. This hampers data reuse and integration. 

Possible licensing options for PPP data and description metadata 

should be explored. The use of open licence, e.g. a public domain 

licence – CC0, is recommended, particularly for the metadata. 
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o Alternative business model for publishing PPP data as Linked Data 

should be further explored. The costs and benefits of the different 

alternatives need to identified, before MSs can decide on the 

adoption of the Linked Data technological paradigm.  

Actually, the pilot did not provide a business model that indicates why and through 

which funding mechanism a public administration could develop and maintain a 

Linked Data infrastructure for PPP data. Such a business model should include a(n): 

• Identification of linked PPP data supply and demand;  

• Cost model; 

• Pricing model and licensing framework; 

• Funding model;  

• Benefits analysis; and  

• Risk analysis.   
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ANNEX I GLOSSARY 

The table below contains an overview of terms and acronyms used throughout this 

document. 

Table 11:  Glossary 

Term  / Acronym Description 

ADMS Asset Description Metadata Schema 
ADMS.SW Asset Description Metadata Schema for Software 
DG Directorate-General 
DG SANCO Directorate-General Health & Consumers of the European Commission 
HTML Hypertext Markup Language 

ISA Programme 
The Interoperability Solutions for European Public Administrations 
Programme of the European Union  

LOGD Linked Open Government Data 
MS Member State 
PPP Plant Protection Product 
QoS Quality of Service 

RDF Resource Description Framework 

SKOS 
Simple Knowledge Organization System – RDF Vocabulary for the 
representation of key reference data such as code lists, and 
taxonomies. 

SPARQL SPARQL Query Language for RDF 
URI Uniform Resource Identifier 

URI set  
A collection of reference data published using URIs, about a single 
concept, governed from a single source.  

URL Uniform Resource Locator 

 

 


